
 

Code of Conduct 

Build up Nepal Engineering 
 

At Build up Nepal Engineering we aspire to be a different kind of 

company; one that cares about creating real change. We are firmly 

committed to bringing about a positive change in the society and 

communities we operate. Thus, it is of the highest importance that all 

our employees, managers and board members do right by the 

company and themselves. This means, but is not limited to, following 

the law, acting truthfully and honourable as well as treating co-

workers and fellow human beings with courtesy and respect.  

 

At Build up Nepal Engineering we strive towards a firm recognition that everything we do 

should and will be measured against the highest standards of integrity. We want to set the 

bar high as we believe that it helps us attract honest and great people as well as to help us 

create value for our partners, beneficiaries, and different stakeholders. We firmly believe 

that honesty, trust and mutual respect and teamwork among staff, partners and other 

stakeholders will create a foundation for success. It is also something we need to raise 

awareness about and work towards day-to-day. 

 

It is expected by managers and staff to know and follow the code. It is also expected of 

managers to regularly inform the staff, under their control, and check so that the code of 

conduct is being followed. Failure to do so will result in corrective measures, which can 

include the termination of employment. This code is specifically written for employees but at 

the same time we expect vendors, consultants, contractors, partners, and others who 

temporarily works with us to also follow it, at the very least in the relation to their work with 

Build up Nepal Engineering. 

 

While recognizing that it will be impossible to predict every possible ethical scenario that 

could go wrong, we want to encourage all our staff to live up to the highest standards of 

integrity; including following the guidelines in this code, national law as well as our other 



 

company guidelines. Sometimes making the right call isn’t easy so if you are not sure then 

please ask a manager or senior member in the company or report the issue. 

 

Build up Nepal Engineering prohibits retaliation towards any employee, manager or other 

person who reports or takes part in an investigation of potential abuses of our code of 

conduct, other policies, or the national laws. If any employee is suspecting that a fellow 

worker, manager, or the company at whole is falling short of our commitment, then we 

encourage you not to be silent. Please speak up so that corrective measures can be taken.  

 

This policy applies to all staff, consultants, partners, vendors, contractors, outside agencies 

and other companies/organizations with a relationship with Build up Nepal Engineering.  



 

Anti-Fraud, -Bribery and -Corruption Policy 

Build up Nepal Engineering 
 

We are firmly committed to the highest possible standards of 

openness, transparency, and accountability in all our operations and 

activities. We are committed towards promoting a culture of honesty 

and opposition to fraud, bribery, and corruption in all its forms. 

 

We firmly believe that fraud, in any form, is wrong and completely unacceptable. This is 

because where fraud occurs:  

• It is not just a huge loss to us, but it also hurts our reputation, work and ultimately our 

beneficiaries who are often poor rural people struggling to rebuild.  

• Build up Nepal Engineering’s objective is to ensure that fraud, and any fraudulent 

behaviour, is eliminated from our operations and activities.  

 

Build up Nepal Engineering has an outright zero tolerance towards fraud, bribery, and 

corruption. This means that all Build up Nepal Engineering staff, non-staff personnel, 

vendors, contractors, consultants, and other responsible parties are not to engage in fraud, 

bribery, or corruption. Any suggestions of fraud will be thoroughly investigated and dealt 

with in a secure and controlled way. 

 

It is the responsibility of managers to ensure that all staff, under their control, are informed 

and understand the importance and implications of this policy. Managers should also 

encourage and support staff to report suspected issues in the area, be familiar with different 

types of fraud that could occur, as well as to maintain control systems to alert for improper 

activities and avoid such occurrences.  

 

It is the responsibility of all staff to conduct their work as such to prevent and avoid fraud, 

bribery, and corruption. Staff must report occurrences and suspicious activities that might 

indicate fraud. Build up Nepal Engineering pledges to protect an individual’s identity, when 

he or she has reported an issue and want to remain anonymous, while also fairly and firmly 

investigating the reported claims.  

 



 

DEFINITIONS:  

“Fraud” is any act of deception intended for personal gain or to cause loss to another party 

(even if there is no actual gain or loss). 

“Theft” is dishonestly taking or appropriating any item of property that belongs to another. 

“Bribery and Corruption” is the offering, giving, receiving, or soliciting a financial or other 

advantage in connection with the performance of a position of trust or a function that is 

expected to be performed impartially or in good faith.  

It includes: 

• ‘Facilitation payments’ - e.g., small unofficial payments demanded by low-level officials 

to secure or expedite the performance of a routine or necessary action such as awarding 

a tender or providing a permit. The giving or receiving of gifts and hospitality if used as a 

reward, inducement, or encouragement for preferential treatment, or inappropriate or 

dishonest conduct. 

• “Facilitating Tax Evasion” is deliberately and dishonestly assisting another person or 

organization to evade any tax that they are legally required to pay anywhere in the 

world. As well as being a criminal offence in Nepal for those evading the tax and those 

assisting them, organizations whose staff or representatives facilitate tax evasion may 

also be guilty of a criminal offence. 

 

1. Build up Nepal Engineering has a ‘zero tolerance’ policy towards fraud, bribery, and 

corruption. This means that : 
 

a) Build up Nepal Engineering does not accept any level of fraud, bribery, or corruption 

within the organisation or by any other individual or organisation receiving Build up 

Nepal Engineering funds or representing Build up Nepal Engineering; and 

 

b) Build up Nepal Engineering will always seek to take disciplinary and/or legal action 

against those found to have perpetrated, be involved in, or assisted with fraudulent 

or other improper activities in any of its operations.  

 

2. Build up Nepal Engineering is committed to developing an anti-fraud culture and keeping the 

opportunities for fraud, bribery, and corruption to the absolute minimum. Build up Nepal 

Engineering requires all staff to always act honestly and with integrity and to safeguard the 

resources for which they are responsible. 

 

Risk and internal control systems 

3. Build up Nepal Engineering will seek to assess the nature and extent of its exposure to the 

risks of internal and external fraud, bribery, and corruption. It will regularly review these 



 

risks, using information on actual or suspected instances of fraud, bribery, and corruption to 

inform its review.  

 

4. Build up Nepal Engineering will seek to put in place efficient and effective systems, 

procedures, and internal controls to: encourage an anti-fraud culture; prevent and detect 

fraud, bribery, and corruption; and reduce the risks to the largest extent possible.  

 

5. Build up Nepal Engineering will seek to equip its staff with the skills, knowledge, and 

expertise to manage its risk of fraud effectively. It will provide adequate training to make 

staff aware of the risks of fraud, bribery, and corruption, and of their responsibilities in 

preventing, detecting, and reporting it. 

 

6. Build up Nepal Engineering will make all those receiving Build up Nepal Engineering funds or 

representing Build up Nepal Engineering, including its suppliers, grant recipients, partners, 

contractors, and agents aware of this policy.  

 

7. Build up Nepal Engineering will work with relevant stakeholders, including comparable 

organisations, relevant regulators, and government organizations to tackle fraud.  

 

8. Build up Nepal Engineering will regularly review and evaluate the effectiveness of its 

systems, procedures, and internal controls for managing the risk of fraud. It will do this 

through risk management and assurance processes and audit arrangements.  

 

Reporting - internal 

9. All staff must immediately report any suspected or actual instances of fraud, bribery, or 

corruption. This includes offers to pay bribes, solicitation of bribes and demands to make 

facilitation payments. Failure to report could result in disciplinary action.  

 

10. Reports should be made to an appropriate manager or to the Finance manager or Managing 

director. If staff are not comfortable reporting their concerns to these people, they can raise 

the concerns with either with the team leaders or organisation lawyer.  

 

11. Build up Nepal Engineering also requires all those receiving Build up Nepal Engineering funds 

or representing Build up Nepal Engineering, including its suppliers, grant recipients, partners, 

contractors, and agents, to report to any suspected or actual instances of fraud, bribery or 

corruption involving Build up Nepal Engineering assets or staff. Reporting should be made to 



 

the managing director via e-mail to info@buildupnepal.com  

 

12. Build up Nepal Engineering will not penalise anyone for raising a concern in good faith, even 

if it turns out to be unfounded. Any member of staff who harasses or victimises someone for 

raising a concern in good faith will themselves be subject to disciplinary action. 

 

13. Build up Nepal Engineering will maintain a system for recording: all reports of actual or 

suspected fraud, bribery, and corruption; the action taken; and the outcome of any 

investigation. It will use this information to inform its review of the risks and the 

effectiveness of its controls. 

 

Reporting – external 

14. Build up Nepal Engineering will fully meet its obligations to report fraud, bribery, and 

corruption to third parties. The Fraud Response Plan sets out: the parties that suspected or 

actual fraud, bribery or corruption must be reported to the authorities as well as relevant 

external stakeholder (Clients or Donor agencies in particular) by the Managing director. 

 

Investigation 

15. Build up Nepal Engineering will take all reports of actual or suspected fraud, bribery, and 

corruption seriously, and investigate proportionately and appropriately as set out in this 

policy and the Fraud Response Plan.  

 

16. The Fraud Response Plan sets out responsibilities for investigating fraud, bribery and 

corruption, the procedures for investigating, action to be taken and external reporting.  

 

17. Build up Nepal Engineering will always seek to take disciplinary and/or legal action against 

those found to have perpetrated or assisted with fraudulent or other improper activities in 

any of its operations. For staff, this may include dismissal. It will also seek to recover any 

assets lost through fraud.  

 

Approval of losses 

18. All losses as the result of fraud must be recorded on the loss register and approved in 

compliance with Build up Nepal Engineering’s delegated authorities.  

 

Specific risk mitigation measures 

19. To manage the exposure to bribery and corruption, all gifts and hospitality received by staff 

and given to Public Officials must be approved in line with the delegated authorities and 

mailto:info@buildupnepal.com


 

recorded on the Gifts and Hospitality Register. 

 

20. Conflicts of interest are known to increase the risk of fraud. Therefore, all staff who have an 

interest in an actual or potential supplier (whether personally, or through family members, 

close friends or associates) must report that conflict of interest to their manager.  

 

Responsibilities 

21. The Finance Manager and the Managing Director are responsible for recording all instances 

of actual or suspected fraud, bribery and corruption, ensuring that they are investigated 

proportionately and appropriately, and reported to external parties and appropriate actions 

are taken. They are also responsible for providing advice and training to staff on preventing, 

detecting, and investigating fraud. This includes investigating cases where specialist input is 

required due to the complex nature of the case. 

 

22. Managers receiving reports of fraud, bribery and corruption are responsible for reporting 

them to the Finance Manager and the Managing Director and agreeing with them how the 

case will be managed and who will be responsible for investigation.  

 

23. The policy applies to any fraud, bribery or corruption involving all staff, consultants, 

partners, vendors, contractors, outside agencies and other companies/organizations with a 

relationship with Build up Nepal Engineering.  

 

  



 

Conflict of interest policy 

Build up Nepal Engineering 

We firmly believe that conflict of interest should be always avoided. 

No member of Build up Nepal Engineering, in any position, shall 

derive any type of personal gain, profit or other advantages through 

their affiliation with Build up Nepal Engineering. This also includes 

the member’s business, non-profit, family, employer, associates, or 

other affiliations. 

 

Additionally, all member of Build up Nepal Engineering board of directors, managers and 

staff shall refrain from obtaining any list of clients or donors for personal or private 

solicitation or other purposes at any time during the term of their affiliation with Build up 

Nepal Engineering.  

 

It is the responsibility of managers to ensure that all staff, under their control, are informed 

and understand the importance and implications of this policy. Managers should also 

encourage and support staff to report suspected issues in the area as well as to maintain 

control systems to alert for improper activities and avoid such occurrences.  

 

It is the responsibility of all staff to conduct their work as such to prevent and avoid conflict 

of interest, fraud, bribery, and corruption. Staff must report occurrences and suspicious 

activities that might indicate fraud. Build up Nepal Engineering pledges to protect an 

individual’s identity, when he or she has reported an issue and want to remain anonymous, 

while also fairly and firmly investigating the reported claims.  

 

This policy applies to all staff, consultants, partners, vendors, contractors, outside agencies 

and other companies/organizations with a relationship with Build up Nepal Engineering.  

  



 

Work Health & Safety policy  

Build up Nepal Engineering 
We are firmly committed to a policy enabling work activities to be carried out 

safely, and with all possible measures taken to remove and reduce risks to the 

health, safety, and welfare of employees, contractors, authorized visitors, and 

other stakeholders who may be affected by the operations of our company.  

We are committed to ensuring we comply to all Work Health and Safety 

regulations nationally and work to, where we can, exceed national regulation 

towards providing safer, healthier, and better work environment and 

conditions for health, safety, and growth.  

  

Our commitment:  

Management will provide and maintain (to the largest extent possible):   

• a safe and healthy working environment. 

• safe and healthy facilities for the welfare of staff and employees. 

• information, instruction, training, and supervision that is reasonably necessary to ensure 

that each worker is safe from injury and risks to health. 

• a commitment to work with staff and employees within matters relating to health and 

safety in the workplace. 

• continually strive to improve safety and health at the workplace; in office, fieldwork, and 

CSEB production and construction including CSEB enterprises that we train. 

 

Each staff and employee have the obligation to:   

• comply with safe work practices; with intent of avoiding injury to themselves and others 

and damage to equipment and environment. 

• treat the health and safety of themselves and others as a serious matter. 

• not misuse nor interfere with materials and directions given for health and safety. 

• wear appropriate clothing, protective equipment, and safety gear where needed, for ex.  

o Seat belt when travelling by car and helmet/safety gear when traveling by motorcycle.  

o Protective equipment during site work such as proper foot wear, gloves, etc. 

• comply with direction given by management for improving health and safety   

• immediately report all accidents and incidents on the job (no matter how small)  



 

Work Health & Safety in Brick and Construction Sector 

In Nepal, 20,000 workers yearly suffer from accidents at work, leading to about 

200 lives lost. The work health and safety situation are even worse in the 

informal sector. Poor working conditions, child labour, and forced labour is 

widespread in the traditional brick sector. This is UNACCEPTABLE! 

 Build up Nepal Engineering is commitment towards an improved work health 

and safety in the brick and construction sector!  

 

Relevant Guidelines and Policies in our commitment to Work Health & Safety:  

• ICIMOD: Social Code of Conduct for the brick sector in Nepal. 

• Ministry of Population & Environment and the Ministry of Labour & Employment:  

o Standard on Chimney Height and Emission for Brick Industry, 2074 (2017)  

o Guideline on Occupational Safety and Health for Labourers in Brick Industries, 2074 

(2017) 

• Industrial Enterprises Act, 2073 (2016) 

• Labour Act and Social Security Act, 2075 (2017) 

• Nepal Labour Act, 1991 and Nepal Labour regulation 1993. 

• Enactment of Labour Act (1992) and its regulation (1993) covering safety and health 

provisions of workers in industrial sector. 

 

Definitions – in line with OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH GUIDELINES by Government 

of Nepal1  

“Occupational Safety” means the freedom from unacceptable risk of personal harm from,  

or in relation to, employment, i.e. the avoidance of accidents and incidents during the time 

of employment and working hours. 

“Occupational Health” means the physical and mental wellbeing of a person and the  

freedom from any illness caused from, or in relation to, working conditions during the time 

of employment and working hours. 

   

Background: 

The traditional fired brick sector is notoriously known for its poor track-record within work 

health and safety. Although the situation has somewhat improved in later years, such as the 

 
1 OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH GUIDELINES - Government of Nepal. Source: https://bit.ly/3IjZmHS 

https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---ilo-kathmandu/documents/webpage/wcms_562125.pdf
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---ilo-kathmandu/documents/webpage/wcms_562125.pdf
https://bit.ly/3IjZmHS


 

passing of the Guideline on Occupational Safety and Health for Labourers in Brick Industries 

2074, the problems persists.  

There are around 1100 brick kilns operating in Nepal, employing 300,000 workers. Work 

bonded by debt and forced to work for insufficient wages is repeatedly reported. The 

traditional brick kilns employ migrant and seasonal laborers who lack links to local 

government and representation by workers’ associations. They often migrate to brick kilns in 

suburban areas, usually far from their home. Workers often bring their families along, 

putting children and other family members in a very vulnerable position.  

 

ICIMOD - Social Code of Conduct for the brick sector in Nepal2 

Build up Nepal Engineering follows the Social Code of Conduct for the Brick Sector in Nepal 

that was developed and published by Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD), MinErgy 

and Federation of Nepal Brick Industries (FNBI). This guideline has been developed 

specifically for the brick sector and covers the main work health and safety hazards: 

- effective end to child labour, 

- transparency in employment conditions,  

- basic services and facilities in the workplace,  

- and safe workplace for women workers. 

These principles are divided into 20 domains with several verification measures (see below). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
2 Social Code of Conduct for the brick sector in Nepal – ICIMOD. Source: 

https://lib.icimod.org/record/35123/files/HimalDoc2021_C_FNBISocialCoCEnglish.pdf 

 

https://lib.icimod.org/record/35123/files/HimalDoc2021_C_FNBISocialCoCEnglish.pdf


 

Health & Safety in Brick Production - Build up Nepal Engineering 

Build up Nepal Engineering specializes on CSEB (Compressed Stabilized Earth Brick), a 

recognized earthquake resistant technology that are produced in either manually operated 

or hydraulic machines using local soil, sand (or stone dust) with 10% cement. No burning or 

fuel is required, and the CSEB are produced through small scale CSEB enterprises. 

Build up Nepal Engineering takes responsibility for our own operations to follow the code as 

well as inform and train our managers, employees, suppliers, and partners. We also commit 

to inform our CSEB enterprises about our Code of Conduct as well as the Social Code of 

Conduct for the Brick Sector in Nepal and encourage them to follow it. 

 

To reduce, minimize and avoid health and safety risks in CSEB PRODUCTION 

and CONSTRUCTION Build up Nepal Engineering is committed to: 

- Train our employees, trainers, and enterprises in CSEB production and construction 

safety guidelines and inform about potential hazards and how to mitigate them, such as: 

o Unauthorized people should not be allowed in the production or construction 

site, especially children. 

o Each training includes an overview of work health and safety standards.  

o 1st aid kit is made available in each CSEB production and construction site.  

o All production and construction sites should be kept clean and tidy, keeping 

potentially harmful objects organized and out of harmful situations. 

o Use of protective gear such as gloves, face masks, and proper footwear.  

o Ensure that training participants are sober and not under influence of alcohol or 

other drugs. 

o Ensure that trainees, employees, and other workers follow proper protocol for 

operating the CSEB machine and other power tools and machines. 

o Avoiding exposure and breathing of dust and other particles and importance of 

using face masks to reduce this exposure as well as spread of COVID-19. 

o Avoiding ergonomic hazards such lifting heavy weights, improper posture and 

repetitive movements that can lead to chronic problems. 

▪ Heavy lifts should be avoided as much as possible by using proper 

equipment, such as wheelbarrows and forklifts. 

▪ Lifting shall be limited to a maximum of 50 kgs per person.  

o Proper light shall be arranged during work in evenings and when dark. 

o Machines and construction equipment (such as angle grinders and other 

machines etc.) should only be operated by trained people. 

o While working on heights, proper equipment should be used (ladders/scaffolding) 
 

In case of any violations, then the incident should be reported to a manager or 

administration of Build up Nepal Engineering. All complaints will be investigated!  



 

Responsibilities 
 

Management – Lead by example 

1. Provide appropriate safeguards, protective equipment, and safe work environment.  

2. Provide safety and health training and protective equipment to all employees.  

3. Be familiar and comply with applicable work health and safety standards.  

4. Take action to ensure high level of safety and health standards and hold staff accountable.  

5. Prevent bad work habits from developing. Observe employees daily to ensure work is 

performed safely. 

 

Trainers/Supervisors – Lead by example 

1. Know safety rules and appropriate work practices.  

2. Take action to ensure that all workers in your site understand the safety rules. Always take 

immediate action to correct safety rule violations.  

3. Take action to correct or control hazardous conditions within your work areas. 

4. Encourage workers to report unsafe conditions or procedures.  

5. In case of problems seek advice from your manager.  

6. Demonstrate safety in your own work habits and personal conduct. 

7. Investigate and analyse every accident that occur on your worksites.  

8. Report every incident and accident that occurs at your site. 

9. Make safety suggestions and solicit safety suggestions from employees.  

 

Employees - Know and obey all safety rules  

1. Know and obey all safety rules, government regulations, signs, markings, and instructions.  

2. Immediate disciplinary action will be taken for: Fighting, Insubordinate conduct, 

dishonesty/false statements, failure to obey safety rules.  

3. Proper clothing - clothing appropriate for a construction site is required on all worksites.  

4. Proper work shoes shall be worn at all jobsites. No flip flops or sandals are allowed.   

6. Do not handle machinery or chemicals unless you have been trained.  

7. Read, understand, and follow the guidelines set forth in the work health and safety policy. 

8. Compliance with safety and health rules and regulations is a condition of employment. 

 

Failure to comply with these rules and national laws or regulations can cause unnecessary 

harm and may constitute legal violations and could lead to civil or criminal penalties. 



 

Worksite rules  

1. Immediately report potentially unsafe conditions.  

2. Use of alcohol or illegal drugs is prohibited.  

3. If hazardous materials are encountered (asbestos, lead, or other) stop work immediately 

and notify a manager.  

4. Report all injuries, no matter how minor, to the manager.  

5. Proper clothing and safety gear should be worn at all times on site.  

   - Proper clothing: long pants, shirts with sleeves, and proper footwear (not flip flops). 

   - Safety gear: gloves, facemasks, helmets, glasses, etc. (depending on situation)  

6. Never stand under or nearby suspended loads.  

7. Materials should be organized in stockpiles for easy access. Aisles should be kept clear of 

loose materials, tools, equipment, and waste.  

8. Frequently remove waste from site and dispose of it in a suitable and environmentally 

correct process.  

 

Tools and equipment  

1. Tools are designed for a specific job and should only be used for the intended purpose.  

2. Maintain tools in good condition. Broken or worn tools can be dangerous and should be 

maintained or repaired before used.  

3. Tools have a max capacity. Do not use beyond intended use or capacity. 

4. Do not use machines or power tools unless you are trained and can use them safely.  

5. Examine tools and machines regularly to make sure the condition is good before use. Look 

for damaged parts or cords and loose fittings, etc. Tag and remove defective tools.  

 

Travel, vehicle, and transport safety  

1. Seat belts should be worn by employees operating or riding on motor vehicles (cars, 

buses, etc.). No exceptions.  

2. Full helmets and protective gear should be used while using motorcycles. Travel by 

motorcycle should be avoided during dark, rain, and when roads are wet. 

3. Travel and driving shall be avoided during dark hours and in the night.  

4. Vehicles used to transport employees should have seats firmly secured and adequate 

seats and seat belts for the number of employees to be carried. 

5. Drivers and operators of all motor vehicle equipment are responsible for the safe 

operation of their vehicle at all times. 

6. No driving should be made under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs. 



 

Training employees 

All new employees will be trained by a member of the management staff prior to starting 

work. The Employee Orientation Checklist shall be used by managers as a reminder of the 

items that shall be reviewed with the employee. Each employee must sign the checklist and 

the management representative after orientation is complete. 

If there is reason to believe that an employee lacks the skill or understanding needed for 

working safely, management shall ensure the employee is retrained. Retraining should be 

initialized if an employee has not been previously trained or is showing signs of lacking 

knowledge or awareness of work safety procedures  

 

REPORTING – in case of unsafe conditions or behaviour  

All site employees are responsible for reporting unsafe conditions or risky behaviour 

immediately to their manager. If the employee feels more comfortable reporting the 

condition or behaviour to the managing director, the employee may do so. Employees are 

encouraged to report unsafe conditions and behaviours without fear of retaliation.  

Build up Nepal Engineering will investigate all reports of unsafe conditions or behaviours and  

take corrective action as necessary. 

If we come across any breaches, we will take corrective actions. This will be done with 

consideration to the severity of the breach and how it can be fixed. 

 

We seek the co-operation of all employees and staff, customers, partners, and other 

persons. We encourage suggestions for realizing our objectives to create a safe working 

environment with zero incidents. This policy applies to all business operations and functions 

and all personnel, consultants, partners, vendors, contractors, outside agencies and other 

companies/organizations with a relationship with Build up Nepal Engineering.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Zero tolerance for child labour  

Build up Nepal Engineering 
 

Build up Nepal Engineering has a strict zero-tolerance policy against 

child labour. This policy applies to ourselves, our partners and all 

suppliers.  

 

Relevant Guidelines and Policies – In our commitment to Zero Child Labour we adhere to:  

• Act Relating to Children, 2075 (2018) 

• Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 2056 (2000)  

• Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Rules, 2062 (2006)  

 

Definition 

Child labour, as defined by the International Labour Organisation (ILO) Convention is “work 

by children under the age of 12; work by children under the age of 15 that prevents school 

attendance; and work by children under of age of 18 that is hazardous to the physical or 

mental health of the child. The Act Relating to Children, 2075 (2018) defines children as 

persons below 14 years of age. 

 

Our commitment 

1. Not hire persons below 18 years for any kind of labour or construction related work. 

2. Children shall be kept outside of CSEB production and construction sites. 

3. During trainings we shall record the age of all participants. All participants must be at 

least 18 years of age. 

4. Build up Nepal Trainers shall always inform our partners and CSEB enterprises about the 

zero-tolerance policy for child labour.  

 

Reporting 

In case child labour is found in any of our partner sites it shall be immediately 

reported to any member of the management team and an investigation will be 

conducted and local authorities will be informed. A complaint can also be sent 

by e-mail to info@buildupnepal.com or phone: 01-5261003  

mailto:info@buildupnepal.com


 

Zero tolerance for forced labour 

Build up Nepal Engineering 
 

Build up Nepal Engineering recognizes that forced labour is a 

notorious and widespread issue in the Nepalese brick and 

construction sector. We have a strict zero-tolerance policy against 

forced labour. This policy applies to ourselves, our partners and all 

suppliers.  

 

Definition - Forced Labour means work, or service exacted from a person under threat or 

penalty (or where the person has not offered him or herself voluntarily), slavery and 

abduction, misuse of public and prison works, forced recruitment, debt bondage, domestic 

workers under forced labour situations, and internal or international human trafficking for 

labour or sex purposes, which includes slavery or practices similar to slavery.  

 

Our commitment 

- We are committed to treating prospective employees, existing employees, partners, 

suppliers, labours and fellow humans with respect and dignity.  

- Build Up Nepal Engineering does not exercise forced labour in any aspect or any level of 

any department. 

- Build Up Nepal Engineering seeks to actively identify and report forced labour if 

encountered in any brick production or construction site.  

- Build Up Nepal Engineering is working to promote fair work practices, fair wages, and 

human rights in all our work and project sites.  

 

Reporting 

In case forced labour is found in any of our sites or work areas it shall be 

immediately reported to any member of the management team and an 

investigation will be conducted and local authorities will be informed. A 

complaint can also be sent by e-mail to info@buildupnepal.com or phone: 01-

5261003  

 

mailto:info@buildupnepal.com


 

Policy for equal opportunities, training, and 

development 

Build up Nepal Engineering 
  

We recognize that we have an important role to play in recognizing 

and enhancing equal rights and opportunities for all, regardless of 

race, sex, caste, religion, age, and colour of skin. We envision and 

work towards a workplace, nation, and world where there are equal 

opportunities for all including equal opportunities for training and 

development. 

  

Our commitment   

We are committed to stewardship in promoting equal opportunities for all. We want to 

provide a safe, healthy workplace with equal rights and opportunities for all staff and 

employees; and to support them with opportunities in training and development to the 

largest extent possible. We are committed to:  

• To comply fully with all relevant national legislation, and to exceed these wherever possible.  

• To actively work towards providing equal treatment and opportunities to all our staff, 

employees, clients, partners, suppliers, contractors, and other stakeholders.  

• To ensure equal rights, opportunities, trainings and development to our staff and employees 

regardless of race, sex, cast, religion, and colour of skin.  

• To invite our clients/partners, suppliers, and contractors to participate in our efforts.  

• To include our employees and staff in the work to enhance our shared goals.  

• To communicate our policies and practices openly and transparently to interested parties.  

  

We seek the co-operation of all employees and staff, customers, partners, and other 

persons. We encourage suggestions for realizing a workplace, nation and world with equal 

rights, opportunities, and development for all.  

This policy applies to all business operations and functions, including office work and field 

work.  



 

Quality policy  

Build up Nepal Engineering 
  

We always work towards excellence including the highest quality 

standards and timely delivery. We are committed to providing the 

highest quality and service to our clients and partners; as well as 

continuously improving our operations and business practices. Our 

many partners can testify of our high-quality standards and timely 

deliveries.  

  

We are committed to:  

  

1. Providing our clients and partners with high quality deliveries and services which meet their 

requirements and are fit for their purpose.  

2. Working towards the highest quality standards and continuously improve. 

3. Continuously and rigorously controlling the facilitation, set-up, training, and follow-up 

activities until completion of all activities and projects.  

4. Promoting quality management and ensuring high-quality is achieved by internal auditing, 

management review, preventive as well as corrective action.  

5. Enhancing the skills of management and staff by reviewing and actively promoting on-going 

training and skill-development, with the goal to develop our organization towards higher 

levels of delivery and quality. 

6. Promoting the culture of continuous quality improvements and learning from mistakes as 

well as working to pro-actively avoid deviations in quality.  

  

   

All managers and employees is responsible for working together towards the high quality 

within the company and for maintaining high standards.  

This policy applies to all business operations and functions, including office work and field 

work. 

  



 

Environmental Management Policy  

Build up Nepal Engineering 
  

Build up Nepal Engineering is on a mission to make safe housing 

affordable for all and to replace carbon-intensive fired bricks with 

eco-friendly CSEB Interlocking Bricks. We recognize that we have an 

important role in protecting and enhancing the environment for 

future generations and to help secure the long-term sustainability of 

construction practices. Environmental sustainability is at the core of 

our work. 

 

Relevant Guidelines and Policies in our commitment to environmental safeguarding:  

• Land Use Policy, 2069 (2012) 

• Environment Protection Act, 2053 (1996) 

• Environment Protection Rules, 2054 (1997) 

• National Ambient Air Quality Standards, 2069 (2012) 

 

Intent - The aim of this Environmental Management Policy is to: 

• Implement environmental safeguarding within the company, offices, and field work.  

• Monitor the environmental actions and improvements internally.  

• Communicate environmental initiatives internally and externally. 

• Build up Nepal Engineering respects our relationship with the natural environment and 

its ecosystems. We acknowledge the adverse impacts that human activity can impose 

and take actions to prevent degradation of those natural systems. 

 

Commitment 

Build up Nepal Engineering commits to the following principles and practices: 

• Complying with relevant Nepal Government, Provincial and Local environmental policy, 

practices, regulations and legislation, and industry-specific legislation. 

• Promote eco-friendly CSEB bricks and other green construction technologies to reduce 

CO2 emissions and air pollution in Nepal. 



 

• Monitoring and managing our environmental performance and working towards targets 

set to reduce adverse impacts. 

• Minimizing pollution by taking steps to limit carbon emissions resulting from vehicle and 

air travel by travelling with the least polluting alternative and minimize air travel.  

• Minimize our waste and reduce our water and energy consumption where in our 

construction sites and offices.  

• Maximizing the recycling of resources – following the principles of Reduce, Reuse, 

Recycle – to reduce the resources consumed by our business and operations.  

• Disposing of waste appropriately, including construction and hazardous materials.  

• Committing to the principles of preventing pollution to the environment and continual 

improvement. 

• Invite and encouraging our clients, partners, suppliers, and contractors to participate in 

our efforts to protect the environment and meet high standards of environmental 

performance.  

• Provide employees with information and training to reduce environmental footprint. 

• Provide information to and train our entrepreneurs and CSEB enterprises to minimize 

their environmental footprint in regard to extraction of soil, sand, and other resources.  

• Openly and transparently communicate our policies and the company’s environmental 

performance in both internal and external communications. 

• Reviewing this policy regularly and measuring targets and performance in the review. 

  

Reporting 

Build up Nepal Engineering requires all those representing, associated with, or receiving 

Build up Nepal Engineering funds, including its suppliers, grant recipients, partners, 

contractors, and agents, to report any suspected instances of environmental harm. 

Reports should be made to the managing director via info@buildupnepal.com  

Build up Nepal Engineering will not penalize anyone for raising a concern in good faith, even 

if it turns out to be unfounded. Any member of staff who harasses or victimizes someone for 

raising a concern in good faith will themselves be subject to disciplinary action. 

 

We seek the co-operation of all employees and staff, customers, partners, and other 

persons. We encourage suggestions for realizing our objectives to reduce our 

environmental footprint and to help secure long-term sustainability. This policy applies to 

all business operations and functions, including office work and field work.  



 

Environmental considerations from training enterprises to 

produce CSEB bricks and build low-cost houses in Nepal 

Build up Nepal Engineering is committed to mitigate and reduce negative 

impacts on the environment and to ensure that the negative impact of CSEB 

bricks is much lower than other construction materials in Nepal. We do this by 

promoting green construction technologies and training our entrepreneurs and 

enterprises to follow best practice for reducing environmental harm.  

 

CO2 footprint: In terms of CO2, the CSEB (compressed stabilized Earth Bricks) technology we 

promote is a recognized climate-friendly construction material with a lower CO2 footprint 

than conventional construction materials in Nepal such as fired bricks.  

A recent report Carbon Footprint of Interlocking Cement Stabilized Earth Brick Houses by 

Asian Institute of Technology & Management found that “the total emission of the burnt 

brick houses was 1.6-fold larger than the corresponding value for CSEB houses” (pg. 9, 

executive summary). The average CO2 saving by building a house with CSEB in Nepal instead 

of fired bricks was found to be 9.52 tonnes per house3. Build up Nepal’s own research has 

found that on average 4.58 tonnes of CO2 emissions are saved per typical rural 3 room 

house built with CSEB instead of fired bricks (equals to a 39% reduction in CO2 emissions)4.  

 

In trainings we advocate for practices that limit the negative environmental impacts: 

Stone dust: CSEB bricks can be made using either soil, sand, and cement or using stone dust 

and cement. Stone dust is a by-product created by stone crushers and if not used it is 

commonly dumped in the river and very negative for riverine habitats. In fact, stone dust is 

ideal to use for CSEB production as the stone dust binds very well with the cement while also 

utilizing a waste product and reducing the need for sand and soil extraction. For our CSEB 

enterprises that can source stone dust (most enterprises with road connection) we 

recommend them to use stone dust to replace the sand and soil in the brick mix. 

 

For enterprises unable to source stone dust we advocate the following practices: 

Soil: Topsoil contains organic material which is not suitable for construction purposes. So, we 

train the enterprises to dig out terraces for farming while extracting soil. This leaves the 

important topsoil behind which is crucial for farming. In areas with road connection, we 

instruct enterprises to source leftover soil from road construction or other construction sites 

 
3 Asian Institute of Technology & Management, 2018: https://bit.ly/3yVwLDl 
4 Build up Nepal, 2018: https://www.buildupnepal.com/build-up-model/climate-friendly/ 

https://bit.ly/3yVwLDl
https://www.buildupnepal.com/build-up-model/climate-friendly/


 

where soil is dug out (for ex. when making foundation for a house). This minimizes soil 

erosion and utilizes soil that has already been extracted.  

Sand: Extraction of sand is a complicated issue in Nepal and many parts of the world. We 

train our CSEB enterprises to source sand from government licensed suppliers who are 

generally supplying sand to the whole construction industry. We instruct the enterprises to 

obtain sand from sources operating with government permission and avoid illegal extraction.  

Additionally, we are committed to reduce the environmental impact from CSEB production 

by investing in R&D with aim of over time increasing the strength of bricks while also 

reducing CO2 emissions and the need for cement and sand in the mix. 

 

Environmental considerations implemented in day-to-day 

Managers and Employees shall: 
 

Reduction of Materials Consumption 

1. Use construction materials effectively and precisely, reducing over-use and waste.  

2. Reduce, reuse, and recycle to the largest extent possible and whenever not possible, dispose 

of waste properly. 

3. Avoid using paper by distributing and storing documents electronically. 

4. Print and photocopy only what’s needed and double side print when possible. 
 

Energy Conservation  

1. Turn off lights, computers, and other devices when not in use  

2. Activate power down features on electronic devices to enter low power when not in use. 

3. Unplug equipment that drains energy when not in use (chargers, fans, coffee makers, etc.). 

4. Utilize videoconferencing and conference calls as an alternative to travel when possible.  

5. Limit the use of heating and air conditioning. 
 

Travel 

1. Use public transport, such as bus, whenever possible. 

2. Avoid unnecessary travel. 

3. Avoid air travel as much as possible.  
 

Recycling and Minimizing Waste 

1. Minimize the waste of materials used in construction and dispose of waste properly. 

2. Use durable and reusable materials whenever possible. 

3. Reduce the use of toxic chemicals and use fewer toxic alternatives wherever possible. 

4. Dispose of hazardous chemicals appropriately with environmental and legal requirements.   



 

Sourcing & Supply Chain Policy  

Build up Nepal Engineering 
  

We always work towards excellence including the highest quality 

standards and timely delivery. We are committed to providing the 

highest quality and service to our clients and partners. To live up to 

our high standards and moral we are committed to duly vet and 

screen where we source our goods and services. This document 

outlines guidelines of our sourcing and supply-chain policy.  

 

Build up Nepal Engineering is committed to:  
  

1. Duly assessing all our suppliers against the following criteria: 

a Quality and environmental standards 

b Management and financial capability 

c Labour and production standards 

d Business ethics  
  

2. Working towards the highest quality standards and continuously improve  
  

3. Continuously and rigorously controlling all processes and parts of supply-chain and sourcing 
 

4. Promoting the quality management systems and ensuring high-quality is achieved by 

internal auditing, management review, corrective as well as preventive action.  

  

5. Enhancing the skills of management and staff in sourcing quality and assessment by 

reviewing and actively promoting on-going training and skill-development 
 

6. Promoting a culture of continuous quality improvements and learning from mistakes as well 

as working to pro-actively avoid deviations in quality at our organization and at our suppliers   

 

Responsibilities 

1. It is the responsibility of the Finance manager to carry out due-diligence on all major 

partners and suppliers. 



 

Due diligence includes 

a) Checking the organizations legal documentation 

b) Visit to their premises to see working conditions and standards on site when possible 

c) Cross check the organization with references from previous suppliers and partners.  

d) Conduct audits for long-term partners to cross check working conditions, ethical 

standards as well as quality and safeguarding.  

 

2. It is the responsibility of the Finance manager to ensure that during procurement a 

competitive process is followed. 

 

3. In case any supplier do not meet those standards the management team shall decide if we 

will support them to improve their practices or choose another supplier.  

 

 

For more information and details, please see the Build up Nepal Engineering 

Financial Management & Procurement Policy. 

 

This policy strictly applies to all suppliers of Build up Nepal Engineering. All staff and 

managers are responsible for working together towards the high-quality standards and 

ethical considerations as outlined in our Code of Conduct and other policies.  
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Child Protection Policy 

Build up Nepal Engineering 
 

All children have the right to be protected from violence, 

exploitation, abuse, and neglect. Yet, millions of children worldwide, 

including in Nepal, from all backgrounds, ages, religions, and cultures 

suffer violence, exploitation, and abuse. This is UNACCEPTABLE.  

Build up Nepal Engineering is committed in safeguarding and 

protecting children. We have a zero tolerance to child abuse. This 

policy strictly applies to all Build up Nepal Engineering managers, 

employees, partners, suppliers, volunteers.  

  

Aim 

The aim of this policy to inform our managers, employees, volunteers, partners, and suppliers 

what is expected of them, to help raise awareness of what constitutes child abuse, to 

prevent child abuse, and to have a response mechanism in place, should it occur.  

Definition: For the purpose of this policy, children and young people are defined as those 

under the age of 18 years. 

Policies and guidelines: This policy is based on national laws and regulations, such as The Act 

Relating to Children, 2075 (2018), as well as international legal standards and practices, such 

as the Convention on the Rights of the Child. 

We seek the co-operation of all employees and staff, customers, partners, and other 

persons. We encourage suggestions for realizing a workplace, nation, and world free from 

abuse and sexual exploitation of children. This policy applies to all business operations and 

functions, including office work and field work. 

 

Background 

Child abuse is a global phenomenon. It involves the physical, sexual, emotional abuse, 

discrimination, child labour, harmful practices and neglect or negligent behaviour of children. 

It is nearly always preventable. All organizations working for the benefit of community have 

confronted, are confronting, or may be confronted in future with the risk of child abuse. 

mailto:info@buildupnepal.com
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Awareness of child sexual abuse has been growing steadily over recent decades. With this 

growing awareness the silence and secrecy that traditionally surrounds child sexual abuse is 

being challenged, and we are starting to understand the nature and extent of this crime. 

Evidence suggests that individuals who are predisposed - intentionally or unintentionally - to 

abusing children have been and continue to target organizations working with children. 

Police statistics that are available from some countries indicate that more than forty percent 

of offenders - persons who have sexually abused children - that have been officially 

investigated gained access to child victims through organizations working in communities. 

Extensive research undertaken appears to indicate that the occasional or systematic abuse of 

children is more likely to occur in organizations with the following features: 

• gaps between official policy and actual practice; 

• inadequate organizational guidelines; 

• poor coordination and inconsistency in implementing policies and regulations; 

• children's participation in decision making is unheeded; 

• there is a lack of information on the issue of abuse; 

• lack of awareness of the process of reporting and handling emergency situations. 

 

Commitment 

Build up Nepal Engineering is committed to safeguard children through the following means: 

- Awareness: Ensuring that all our managers, employees, volunteers, and others are aware 

of the problem of child abuse, the nature of abuse, and risks to children. 

- Prevention: Ensuring, through awareness, training, and good practice, that employees 

and others understand how to minimize the risk to children. 

- Reporting: Ensuring that employees and others know what steps to take whenever 

concerns arise regarding the safety of children. 

- Responding: Ensuring that appropriate action is taken to support and protect children, 

whenever concerns arise regarding possible abuse. 

We recognize that as an organization working in disadvantaged and vulnerable communities, 

we have a moral and legal responsibility to ensure that children are safe when they are 

within the radar of the our work. There is zero tolerance for abuse taking place by Build up 

Nepal Engineering managers, employees, volunteers, and others.  
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Definition of activities 

We are committed to clearly defining the minimum standards of acceptable behaviour, both 

inside and outside the work environment. This applies to employees and all others who 

encounter children through Build up Nepal Engineering, and who are referred to in this 

section as employees. We are committed to treating children with dignity and respect, and 

to protect them from sexual exploitation and abuse, enforcing that minimum standard of 

behaviour are observed, including the following core principles: 

➢ Sexual exploitation and abuse by employees constitute acts of gross misconduct and 

grounds for termination of employment and will be reported to the relevant authorities. 

➢ Sexual activity with children and young people is prohibited in all cases. Consent or 

mistaken belief in the age of a child is not a defence. 

➢ Exchange of money, goods, other benefits, and assistance that is due to the beneficiaries 

for sexual services is prohibited. They represent forms of humiliating, degrading and 

exploitative behaviour. 

➢ Where an employee develops concerns or suspicions regarding sexual abuse or 

exploitation, he or she must report this immediately to a manager or CEO.  

➢ Employees are under obligation to create and maintain an environment which prevents 

sexual exploitation and abuse, and which promotes our Code of Conduct and work ethics. 

 

Management Responsibility 

Build up Nepal Engineering’s policy on protecting children is detailed in this document. It is 

therefore mandatory that it will be implemented fully in all parts of the organization. It is the 

responsibility of management to ensure that all employees are aware of the Policy. 

All employees must become acquainted with the requirements of the Policy, and act in 

accordance with these. If it comes to light that anyone associated with the organization 

commits acts in relation to children - whether within or outside the context of our work - 

which are criminal, grossly infringe on children's rights, or contravene the principles and 

standards contained in this document, the organization will take immediate disciplinary 

action, and any other action which may be appropriate to the circumstances. This may mean: 

➢ - Staff - disciplinary action/dismissal 

➢ - Volunteers  

➢  

- disciplinary action/ending the volunteer 

➢ - Partners - withdrawal of funding/support 

➢ - Contractors - termination of contract 

Depending on the nature, circumstances, and location of the case, we will also consider 

involving authorities such as the police to ensure the protection of children, and criminal 

prosecution where this is appropriate. 
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In particular, the following roles and responsibilities are assigned within Build up Nepal 

Engineering: 

The Board and Managing Director has overall responsibility for the organization’s Child 

Protection Policy; 

Project Managers is responsible for ensuring good practice in the specific projects; 

Management team and those in other leadership positions are responsible for the day-to-

day implementation of the Child Protection Procedures; 

Build up Nepal Engineering provides clear responsibilities for this group of staff/partners to 

ensure that the implementation of the child protection policy is carried out across the 

organization. Staff at this level has direct responsibility for ensuring that all individuals, 

whatever their status and role, who come into contact with children receive full awareness 

training in this Policy and its accompanying procedures. 

Where concerns of child abuse arise, staff are responsible to ensure that mandatory internal 

reporting takes place to protect the child. At the same time the correct course of action must 

be decided on. The course of action is based on the Policy. In all cases the best interest of the 

child shall considered above anything else. 

 

Employees 

All Build up Nepal Engineering employees must be aware of their responsibilities in ensuring 

that child abuse is prevented. In addition, employees must also be aware of their role in 

protecting children, and their responsibility for mandatory reporting of their concerns, 

regarding witnessing, allegations, disclosures, or suspicion of child abuse. 

Build up Nepal Engineering Code of Conduct and policies outlines the specific behaviour of 

what is, and is not, considered acceptable behaviour. Where employees are considered to 

engage in high-risk behaviour in their professional and/or private lives, thus breaching the 

Code of Conduct, the code will be strictly enforced through disciplinary procedures. 

 

Partner Organizations 

Build up Nepal Engineering works with numerous partners. We recognise that we have a 

legal and moral responsibility for the children in a project who are ultimately under the 

organization’s program or project, although outside of immediate control. 

Therefore, it is essential that the child protection philosophy be fully embraced when 

planning, developing, or implementing a project with partners. The philosophy must be 

reflected when designing and negotiating concept papers, proposals, agreements, and 

funding. While the policy cannot be forced on unwilling partners, it should be made clear 

that it is one of the fundamental areas of our philosophy of working with children. 
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Volunteers 

Build up Nepal Engineering sometimes works with volunteers. Project managers must 

identify those areas whereby procedures for employees and others can be applied, and/or 

new procedures are adapted to meet the specific, often 'one off' role of volunteers. The 

volunteer should be subject to the recruitment and selection process as any employee, and 

as set out in the 'recruitment and selection' section. 

 

Visitors 

Build up Nepal Engineering’s different sites and projects receive visitors - both local and 

sometimes from other countries. It is essential that all visitors who have access to children 

are aware of the organization’s Child Protection Policy, and they must be briefed accordingly. 

All visitors to projects or sites or where they are in contact with children must understand 

this policy.  

Under this policy all visitors have a responsibility to report, as would employees and others, 

any concerns of child abuse, and likewise they are obliged to adhere to the terms and 

conditions of the Code of Conduct. All visits should be recorded and in no circumstances are 

visitors to be left unattended in the presence of children either in office or in projects sites. 

 

Recruitment Policy 

Recruitment, selection, and screening require vigilance. Child sex offenders will target 

organizations where they may have access to vulnerable children while working in field or in 

project sites. Most child sex offenders look and act like everybody else. They are often clever 

at presenting themselves as caring and trustworthy individuals. 

To reduce the risk of Build up Nepal Engineering being used by child sex offenders at any 

level, all or part of the recruitment process, which is imbedded in the recruitment policy, 

applies to all employees.  

Procedures 
 

General: 

The recruiting manager have a responsibility to adapt recruitment and selection procedures 

to reflect the principles of this policy, and to apply best practice in all aspects of child 

protection. 

 

Information to all applicants for a post to include: 

- summary of Child Protection Policy 

- disclosure of convictions form 
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- consent to Criminal Records Check form 

- Covering letter to applicants to highlight need for specific child protection procedures 

 

During the interview: 

- citizenship or other form of identification 

- identification and resolution of employment gaps 

- questions on convictions and disciplinary record 

- granting of candidate’s permission to carry out background check 

- questions on child protection issues relevant to the role 

- criminal record check if indicated 

- reference checks from past employment 

- evidence of qualifications claimed on application form 

- job history check 

 

 

 

Reporting 

In case of suspected child abuse in any form - identified, seen, or 

found in any way REPORT IMMEDIATELY to  

info@buildupnepal.com or phone: 01-5261003. 

An investigation will be conducted immediately, and authorities will 

be informed.  
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Annex I - DECLARATION OF GOOD CONDUCT  

TO BE SIGNED BY ALL PERSONNELS (existing, new, volunteers, etc.) 

I, the undersigned, hereby declare: 

 

1.   That I have not in the past been subject to any sentence for individual behaviour 

incompatible with the responsibility of caring for or overseeing children or minors, and 

have never been subject to any administrative measure or investigation for criminal acts of 

paedophilia or breach of conduct jeopardizing the physical integrity or involving the ill-

treatment of children placed under my responsibility. 

2.   That I have received and taken due note of the Build up Nepal Engineerings Child Protection 

Policy and Code of Conduct. 

3.   That I undertake to draw to the notice of my superiors any behaviour or suspicion of sexual 

exploitation or ill-treatment of children within the institution or in its programs, as well as 

any information on such acts or behaviour that may be brought to my notice. 

4.   That I have been informed of the particular vigilance of Build up Nepal Engineering with 

regard to the protection of children and prevention of risks of ill-treatment or of violations 

of the physical or psychological integrity of the children placed under my professional 

responsibility – and to have received information to this effect.  

5.  That I have been informed that in the event of suspicion of behaviour incompatible with 

responsibility for children and contrary to the policy of prevention established, the 

organization reserves the right to take protective measures involving provisional suspension.  

6.   That I have been informed that in the event of consistent evidence and known incidents, 

which are contradictory to the protection of the children placed under my 

responsibility, that the organization shall take appropriate administrative and legal 

measures, without limit of time or place, both in the country where the incident is alleged 

to have taken place and in my country of origin and/or main domicile. 

7.   That I have been informed that in the event of termination of contract on the grounds of 

violation of the physical and/or psychological integrity of children, the organization shall 

reserve the right to inform other companies and organisations which may apply for my 

professional references of the termination of contract, within the legislative framework 

applicable to the protection of information. 

 

Date:                                                                                 Place:  

Name in print:                                                                 Signature: 
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Annex II 

Child Protection Policy - Dos & Don’t – Build up Nepal Engineering  

 

DOs 

✓ empower children by promoting children's rights, i.e. discuss their rights with them, what is 

acceptable and unacceptable, and what they can do if there is a problem; 

✓ recognize situations that present risks to children and staff and manage them effectively; 

✓ challenge poor practice and recognize potential pitfalls which might lead to child abuse; 

✓ promote a culture of openness where issues and concerns can be raised and discussed; 

✓ ensure visibility, whenever possible, and apply the “two adult rule”; 

✓ define with children what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour; 

✓ listen to children, their concerns, and feedback and explain how to voice concerns; 

✓ avoid compromising and vulnerable situations which might lead to accusations; 

✓ Ensure when taking images, such as photos, videos, etc. that they are respectful of the 

children, who are adequately clothed and not represented in sexually suggestive context. 

 

 

DON’T 

 use any form of physical punishment, including hitting, physical assault or abuse; 

 behave physically in a manner which is inappropriate or sexually provocative; 

 enter any form of physical and/or sexual relations with children; 

 hold, kiss, hug or touch a child in a culturally unacceptable manner; 

 act in a manner or organize activities which are abusive or place children at risk; 

 use language or act in a physically or sexually provocative and inappropriate manner; 

 stay overnight with any child unsupervised; 

 invite a child or children to your place of residence unsupervised; 

 sleep in the same place as a child unsupervised; 

 do things for children of a personal nature which they are capable of doing for themselves; 

 participate in activities where the child's behaviour is likely to lead to abusive or illegal acts; 

 shame, humiliate, belittle or degrade children or engage in any form of emotional abuse; 

 discriminate through preferential treatment, for example with gifts, sponsorships, money; 

 spend excessive time alone with a child, excluding them from others; 
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Safeguarding Vulnerable Persons Policy 

Build up Nepal Engineering 
 

All people have the right to be protected from violence, exploitation, 

abuse, and neglect. Yet, millions of people worldwide, including in 

Nepal, from all backgrounds, ages, religions, and cultures suffer 

violence, exploitation, and abuse. This is UNACCEPTABLE.  

Build up Nepal Engineering is committed in safeguarding vulnerable 

persons. This policy strictly applies to all Build up Nepal Engineering 

managers, employees, partners, suppliers, volunteers.  

  

Aim 

The aim of this policy to inform our managers, employees, volunteers, partners, and suppliers 

what is expected of them, to help raise awareness of what constitutes safeguarding of 

vulnerable persons, to prevent it and to have a response mechanism in place, should it occur.  

We seek the co-operation of all employees and staff, customers, partners, and other 

persons. We encourage suggestions for realizing a workplace, nation, and world free from 

abuse, violence, and exploitation. This policy applies to all business operations and functions, 

including office work and field work. 

 

Background 

Build up Nepal Engineering is working to empower rural entrepreneurs and communities to 

build safe, affordable homes and resilient incomes. We believe all people have a right to live 

their lives free from harassment, exploitation, and abuse, and that no person - child, adults, 

or others - should be subjected to abuse of any form. We believe that sexual harassment, 

exploitation, and abuse, are more likely to be exerted over particular groups of people due 

to inequalities and vulnerabilities, particularly women, vulnerable persons, and members of 

marginalised communities. We recognise that there can be unequal power between our 

employees and the people we collaborate and work with throughout our operations and 

projects, and also between people within our organisation. We work towards ensuring that 

this power difference will not be used to take advantage or cause harm to others.  
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Commitment 

Build up Nepal Engineering has a zero-tolerance approach toward sexual harassment, 

exploitation, and any form of abuse.  

We are committed to safeguarding vulnerable persons through the following means: 

- Awareness: Ensuring that all our managers, employees, volunteers, and others are aware 

of this policy and different types of abuse, the nature of abuse, and risks to vulnerable 

persons. 

- Prevention: Ensuring, through awareness, training, and good practice, that employees 

and others understand how to minimize the risk to vulnerable persons. 

- Reporting: Ensuring that employees and others know what steps to take whenever 

concerns arise regarding the safety of vulnerable persons. 

- Responding: Ensuring that appropriate action is taken to support and protect vulnerable 

persons, whenever concerns arise regarding possible abuse. 

We recognize that as an organization working in disadvantaged and vulnerable communities, 

we have a moral and legal responsibility to ensure that vulnerable persons are safe when 

they are within the radar of the our work. There is zero tolerance for abuse taking place by 

Build up Nepal Engineering managers, employees, volunteers, and others. 

Build up Nepal Engineering places human dignity at the centre of our work. We recognise 

the importance of organisational culture and accountability in creating a safe and supportive 

organisation for our employees, partners, and the communities with whom we work. 

 

Purpose and aims 

 The purpose of this policy is to ensure that we:   

- meet our safeguarding standards;  

- recognise signs of abuse, respond effectively, respect the rights and wishes of the 

person at risk and report concerns appropriately;  

- support persons at risk, enabling people to make their own informed safeguarding 

decisions where they can;  

- act or prompt action in ways which are legal, necessary and proportionate when a 

person is not able to protect him/herself, acting in the ‘best interests’ of people who 

lack the capacity to make the decision that needs to be made at that time;   

- take a thorough, fit for purpose and transparent person-centred approach to all 

safeguarding work; and  
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Scope 

This policy applies to all Build up Nepal Engineering employees and related personnel:  

• Employees include all employees, managers, members, affiliates;   

• Related Personnel includes board members, volunteers, interns, visitors, and 

international and local consultants, in addition to individual and corporate 

contractors of these entities and related personnel.  

• The policy applies both during, and outside, normal work hours. Actions taken by 

employees and related personnel outside of working hours that are seen to 

contradict this policy will be seen as a violation of this policy. 

 

What is safeguarding? 

Safeguarding means protecting people's health, wellbeing, and human rights, and enabling 

them to live free from harm, abuse, and neglect.  

Safeguarding is about protecting certain people who may be in a vulnerable situation. These 

people may be at risk of abuse or neglect if someone else does something that they should 

not do or does not do what they should do.  

Core principles of safeguarding vulnerable persons includes: 

- Protecting their rights to live in safety, free from abuse and neglect. 

- Working together to prevent the risk of abuse or neglect, and to stop abuse or neglect 

from happening. 

- Ensuring people's wellbeing is promoted, taking their views, wishes, feelings and beliefs 

into account. 

 

What is abuse? 

Abuse is a misuse of power and control that one person has over another. Where someone 

is dependent on another, there is the possibility of abuse or neglect unless enough 

safeguards are put in place. 

For example, it can happen when a vulnerable person is persuaded into a financial or sexual 

exchange they have not consented to, or cannot consent to. Abuse can occur in any 

relationship and may result in significant harm or exploitation. 

 

Types of abuse: 

Abuse can take many forms. It might not comfortably into any of these categories, or it might 

fit into more than one. 

- Physical - This includes assault, hitting, slapping, pushing, restraining someone, etc. 
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- Domestic - psychological, physical, sexual, financial, emotional abuse and so-called ‘honour’ 

based violence. 

- Sexual - rape, indecent exposure, sexual harassment, inappropriate looking or touching, 

teasing or innuendo, taking sexual photographs, making someone look at pornography or 

sexual acts, or acts the person did not consent to or was pressured into consenting. 

- Psychological - emotional abuse, threats of harm or abandonment, depriving someone of 

contact with someone else, humiliation, blaming, controlling, intimidation, putting pressure 

on someone to do something, harassment, verbal abuse, cyber bullying, isolation or 

unreasonable and unjustified withdrawal of services or support networks. 

- Financial or material - This includes theft, fraud, and internet scamming, putting pressure 

on someone about their financial arrangements (including wills, property, inheritance or 

financial transactions) or the misuse or stealing of property, possessions or benefits. 

- Modern slavery - This covers slavery, domestic slavery, human trafficking and forced labour. 

- Discriminatory - harassment or insults because of race, gender, gender identity, age, 

disability, sexual orientation, or religion. 

- Neglect and acts of omission - This includes ignoring medical, emotional, or physical needs, 

failure to provide access to educational services, or not giving someone what they need to 

help them live, such as medication, enough nutrition and heating. 

- Forced marriage - when someone is pressured into an arranged marriage or forced to 

marry someone they haven’t freely chosen. 

 

 

Reporting 

In case of suspected abuse in any form - identified, seen, or found in 

any way REPORT IMMEDIATELY to  

info@buildupnepal.com or phone: 01-5261003. 

An investigation will be conducted immediately, and authorities will 

be informed.  
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Management Responsibility 

Build up Nepal Engineering’s policy on safeguarding vulnerable persons is detailed in this 

document. It is therefore mandatory that it will be implemented fully in all parts of the 

organization. 

It is the responsibility of management to ensure that all employees are aware of the Policy. 

All employees must become acquainted with the requirements of the Policy, and act in 

accordance with these. If it comes to light that anyone associated with the organization 

commits acts in relation to vulnerable persons - whether within or outside the context of our 

work - which are criminal, grossly infringe on their rights, or contravene the principles and 

standards contained in this document, the organization will take immediate disciplinary 

action, and any other action which may be appropriate to the circumstances. This may mean, 

for: 

➢ - Staff - disciplinary action/dismissal 

➢ - Volunteers  

➢  

- disciplinary action/ending the volunteer 

➢ - Partners - withdrawal of funding/support 

➢ - Contractors - termination of contract 

Depending on the nature, circumstances, and location of the case, we will also consider 

involving authorities such as the police to ensure the protection of vulnerable persons, and 

criminal prosecution where this is appropriate. 

 

In particular, the following roles and responsibilities are assigned within Build up Nepal 

Engineering: 

The Board and Managing Director has overall responsibility for the organization’s 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Persons Policy; 

Project Managers is responsible for ensuring good practice in the specific projects; 

Management team and those in other leadership positions are responsible for the day-to-

day implementation of the Safeguarding Procedures; 

Build up Nepal Engineering provides clear responsibilities for this group of staff/partners to 

ensure that the implementation of the policy is carried out across the organization. Staff at 

this level has direct responsibility for ensuring that all individuals, whatever their status and 

role, who come into contact with vulnerable persons receive full awareness training in this 

Policy and its accompanying procedures. 

Where concerns of abuse arise, staff are responsible to ensure that mandatory internal 

reporting takes place to protect the victim. At the same time the correct course of action 

must be decided on. The course of action is based on the Policy. In all cases the best interest 

of the victim shall considered above anything else. 
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Employees 

All Build up Nepal Engineering employees must be aware of their responsibilities in ensuring 

that safeguarding is ensured and abuse is prevented. In addition, employees must also be 

aware of their role in protecting vulnerable persons, and their responsibility for mandatory 

reporting of their concerns, regarding witnessing, allegations, disclosures, or suspicion of 

child abuse. 

Build up Nepal Engineering Code of Conduct and policies outlines the specific behaviour of 

what is, and is not, considered acceptable behaviour. Where employees are considered to 

engage in high-risk behaviour in their professional and/or private lives, thus breaching the 

Code of Conduct, the code will be strictly enforced through disciplinary procedures. 

 

Partner Organizations 

Build up Nepal Engineering works with numerous partners. We recognise that we have a 

legal and moral responsibility for the vulnerable persons in a project who are ultimately 

under the organization’s program or project, although outside of immediate control. 

Therefore, it is essential that the safeguarding philosophy be fully embraced when planning, 

developing, or implementing a project with partners. The philosophy must be reflected when 

designing and negotiating concept papers, proposals, agreements, and funding. While the 

policy cannot be forced on unwilling partners, it should be made clear that it is one of the 

fundamental areas of our philosophy of working with vulnerable persons. 

 

Volunteers 

Build up Nepal Engineering sometimes works with volunteers. Project managers must 

identify those areas whereby procedures for employees and others can be applied, and/or 

new procedures are adapted to meet the specific, often 'one off' role of volunteers. The 

volunteer should be subject to the recruitment and selection process as any employee, and 

as set out in the 'recruitment and selection' section. 

 

Visitors 

Build up Nepal Engineering’s different sites and projects receive visitors - both local and 

sometimes from other countries. It is essential that all visitors who have access to vulnerable 

persons are aware of the organization’s policies, and they must be briefed accordingly. All 

visitors to projects or sites or where they are in contact with vulnerable persons must 

understand this policy.  

Under this policy all visitors have a responsibility to report, as would employees and others, 

any concerns of abuse, and likewise they are obliged to adhere to the terms and conditions 
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of the Code of Conduct. All visits should be recorded and in no circumstances are visitors to 

be left unattended in the presence of vulnerable persons either in office or in projects sites. 

 

Recruitment Policy 

Recruitment, selection, and screening require vigilance. Abusers will target organizations 

where they may have access to vulnerable persons while working in field or in project sites. 

Abusers are often clever at presenting themselves as caring and trustworthy individuals. 

To reduce the risk of Build up Nepal Engineering being used by abusers at any level, all or 

part of the recruitment process, which is imbedded in the recruitment policy, applies to all 

employees.  

 

Procedures 
 

General: 

The recruiting manager have a responsibility to adapt recruitment and selection procedures 

to reflect the principles of this policy, and to apply best practice in all aspects of safeguarding 

vulnerable persons. 

 

Information to all applicants for a post to include: 

- summary of Safeguarding Vulnerable Persons Policy 

- disclosure of convictions form 

- consent to Criminal Records Check form 

- Covering letter to applicants to highlight need for safeguarding procedures 

During the interview: 

- citizenship or other form of identification 

- identification and resolution of employment gaps 

- questions on convictions and disciplinary record 

- granting of candidate’s permission to carry out background check 

- questions on safeguarding issues relevant to the role 

- criminal record check if indicated 

- reference checks from past employment 

- evidence of qualifications claimed on application form 

- job history check 
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Annex I - DECLARATION OF GOOD CONDUCT – Safeguarding 

TO BE SIGNED BY ALL PERSONNELS (existing, new, volunteers, etc.) 

I, the undersigned, hereby declare: 

 

1.   That I have not in the past been subject to any sentence for individual behaviour 

incompatible with the responsibility of caring for or overseeing vulnerable persons, and 

have never been subject to any administrative measure or investigation for criminal acts or 

breach of conduct jeopardizing the physical integrity or involving the ill-treatment of 

vulnerable persons placed under my responsibility.  

2.   That I have received and taken due note of the Build up Nepal Engineerings Safeguarding 

Vulnerable Persons Policy and Code of Conduct. 

3.   That I undertake to draw to the notice of my superiors any behaviour or suspicion of sexual 

exploitation or ill-treatment of vulnerable persons within the institution or in its programs, 

as well as any information on such acts or behaviour that may be brought to my notice.  

4.   That I have been informed of the particular vigilance of Build up Nepal Engineering with 

regard to the protection of vulnerable persons and prevention of risks of ill-treatment or of 

violations of the physical or psychological integrity of the vulnerable persons placed under 

my professional responsibility – and to have received information to this effect. 

5.  That I have been informed that in the event of suspicion of behaviour incompatible with 

responsibility for vulnerable persons and contrary to the policy of prevention established, 

the organization reserves the right to take protective measures involving provisional 

suspension.   

6.   That I have been informed that in the event of consistent evidence and known incidents, 

which are contradictory to the protection of the vulnerable persons placed under my 

responsibility, that the organization shall take appropriate administrative and legal 

measures, without limit of time or place, both in the country where the incident is alleged 

to have taken place and in my country of origin and/or main domicile. 

7.   That I have been informed that in the event of termination of contract on the grounds of 

violation of the physical and/or psychological integrity of vulnerable persons, the 

organization shall reserve the right to inform other companies and organisations which may 

apply for my professional references of the termination of contract, within the legislative 

framework applicable to the protection of information.  

 

Date:                                                                                 Place:  

Name in print:                                                                 Signature: 
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Annex II - Build up Nepal Engineering 

Safeguarding Vulnerable Persons Policy - Dos & Don’t 

 

DOs 

✓ empower vulnerable persons by promoting their rights, i.e. discuss their rights with them, 

what is acceptable and unacceptable, and what they can do if there is a problem; 

✓ recognize situations that present risks to vulnerable persons and manage them effectively; 

✓ challenge poor practice and recognize potential pitfalls which might lead to abuse; 

✓ promote a culture of openness where issues and concerns can be raised and discussed; 

✓ define with vulnerable persons what is acceptable and unacceptable behaviour; 

✓ listen to vulnerable persons, their concerns, and feedback and explain how to voice 

concerns;  

✓ avoid compromising and vulnerable situations which might lead to accusations; 

✓ ensure when taking images, such as photos, videos, etc. that they are respectful of the 

vulnerable persons, who are adequately clothed and not represented in sexually suggestive 

context. 

 

DON’T 

 use any form of physical punishment, including hitting, physical assault or abuse; 

 behave physically in a manner which is inappropriate or sexually provocative; 

 enter any form of physical and/or sexual relations with vulnerable persons; 

 hold, kiss, hug or touch a child in a culturally unacceptable manner; 

 act in a manner or organize activities that are abusive or place vulnerable persons at risk; 

 use language or act in a physically or sexually provocative and inappropriate manner; 

 stay overnight with any vulnerable persons unsupervised; 

 invite a vulnerable person or persons to your place of residence unsupervised; 

 sleep in the same place as a vulnerable persons unsupervised; 

 do things for vulnerable persons of a personal nature which they can do themselves; 

 participate in activities where the vulnerable person’s behaviour is likely to lead to abusive 

or illegal acts; 

 shame, humiliate, belittle or degrade vulnerable persons or engage in emotional abuse; 

 discriminate through preferential treatment, for example with gifts, sponsorships, money; 

 spend excessive time alone with a child, excluding them from others; 
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